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1. INTRODUCTION
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As is well known In compensated semiconductors of the GaP, GaAs, In?,

ZnSe type there exist the so-called Donor-Acceptor Pairs (DAPj [l]-[6]. The DAP's

were detected in the luminiscence spectra [l]-[3] by a set of many sharp lines

(up to 100) merging into continuum. The lines energies hm were found to
n

follow the rule'
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ABSTRACT

Hopping Between donor-acceptor pairs Lends to peculiar temperature

dependence of the conductivity and the photoconductivity under subbund sap

illumination in the form of non-linear activation energies ladder. The

correlated and uncorrelated distributions of pairs are considered and the

conditions for the ladder existence are determined. The relaxation of the

carrier concentration fluctuations is studied and power type decay is found.

The temperature dependence of the exponent is calculated in agreement with the

non-exponential decay of the pulse excited luminiscence observed toy Dean et al .

The temperature dependence of the luminiscence intensity also shows variable

activation energy as found here. The exponent value a = 1.316 is also in

agreement with the data for crystalline and amorphous materials.
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where nu) = Eg - (EA + E ) is the large n limit of the series. The lines arise

from recombination of a donor electron and acceptor hole. The energy tin) is

equal to the level difference plus the interaction energy U(R ) of charged

substitutions! donor and acceptor in equivalent or different sites at distance

R apart from each other. The energy U(R ) contains a Coulomb energy tern

e*c/Rn, where e*2 = e 2/£ and €. is the static dielectric constant of the

material. The energy AE(R ) is due to the interaction of the pair and includes

elastic deformation energy of the lattice in the region of the pair . The discrete

character of the DAP spectra originates from the lattice discreteness of the

distance Rn among the ions. The intensity of the lines depend on the number

of atoms in the n-th shell for a particular lattice. The excitation spectroscopy

of DAP emission and selective pair lurainiscence became powerful methods [T]-[9]

to measure the excited impurity levels in semiconductors. Later on the analysis

of the pair spectra revealed a new donor in 2 S [9] and Zeeman splittings and
n e

shifts [7],[8] were observed in GaP, The luminiscence intensity decay

[T]»[8],[10] ,[ll] in time under pulsed excitation. Its temperature dependence

demonstrates small non-constant activation energy (Fig. l) [8]. Similar results

are also found in amorphous semiconductors like a-Si:P and other disordered

materials.

In the present work we extend the hopping transport theory for DAP

levels of Pokrovskii and the author [12] for the case of uncorrelated pairs and we

apply it for relaxation limited by hopping motion of electrons or holes. The

discrete character of the DAP levels results in activation energies ladder in the

a.c. conductivity, and even in the luminiscence intensity temperature dependence

[13]. The asymptotic behaviour of the recombination rate is power type (t~°)

with temperature dependent exponent a calculated here. The single observation
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of activation energies ladder known to the author is that of Wilson [I1*], who

found about 30 activation energies separated by I.UI4 meV in synthetic diamond

doped vith boron and containing nitrogen. In definitely hopTsinK conduction

case the resist ivit ies encountered were from 10 i3-cm to 10 fi-cm in boron

doped diamond. He found small activation energies in crystals with large

total resistance. Also doping at higher pressure (and temperature) favours lover

activation energies.

The thermal and pressure treatment in this work is suggestive with

respect to our first model of correlated pairs considered in Sec. li.

2. TRANSPORT VIA HOPPING AMONG DAP'S

The d.c. conductivity due to phonon assisted hopping between DAP's was

calculated [12] according to the Kubo-Green-Wood formula. It has the form

J £. -fy
(1)

For simplicity only the phonon absorption term was written, but actually it will

be the most important one in the sense that the phonon emission hops are much

faster. The velocity matrix element v among two localized states centered

at R. and R is proportional to the overlap factor - exp[-a Ê ^ ], which

favours the nearest neighbours hopping. Here R is the distance between the

donors of two DAP's. The energy levels on the two pairs are

~

and £. and

a~ = a - the Bohr radii approximately equal for all donors. The electron-
ii

phonon interaction matrix element is U and the phonon Planck function is

v . The electron occupation probabilities are n. and the symbol I denotes
q. 1 e
summation over all donors of the infinite cluster above the percolation threshold.

After the q-integration the conductivit

cr - re < i

"become;

<0
>c (2)

Here <J* is a constant and the angular brackets denote the infinite cluster

average. The number i\. . is the Ambogaoker, Kalperir. "j-.ti Lnnaer rector [15]

"being equal to 1 for the rase vhen e. < t < e. and zero otherwise. In

calculating the conductivity the effective percolation network was used with
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characteristic distance among neighbour pairs R . The conductivity turns out

to be

2 (3)

Here the constant conductivity u includes the critical Interpair overlap

factor - exp(-2ceR ) . The fac tors P ,P in (3) are the DAP's d i s t r i b u t i o nc n m
functions in respect to donor-acceptor distance R . This function P(R 1 = P

n n n

determines essentially the shape of the DAP luminescence band in the sense that

the number of D-A pairs with a given Inter-ion spacing R determines the line

intensity of the luminiscence from this type of pairs. The distribution function

P(R ) can be monitored experimentally by annealing and by quenching not to

mention the doping and pressure influence. Initially the quenched distribution

will be considered and secondly the case of uncorrelated pairs will be studied.

In the first case P(Kn) is of Boltzmann type being proportional to exp k\ •

where T Is a high temperature at which the quenching was started. As mentioned

in the introduction, the energy U(R) contains the Coulomb attraction term (-e /R)

and the correlation energy fiE(R ). Here will be taken into account the elastic
n

deformation energy [12] arising from the attraction force acting between the two

ions modelled as two charged spherical inclusions in the elastic medium. In this

approximation the interaction energy has the form

(It)

where b =
11

E (e*)° rn
being the Young modulus and r is the

impurity atom radii. The other terms (R~ ,H~ ) in the elastic energy are

smaller. The distribution function P(R) has a maximum situated at R

determined from U'tRf.) = 0 [Fig. 2a). The density of states D(£) of these

quenched DAP's is easily obtained from P(R) by substituting e = e" /R- the

donor level shift due to the acceptor presence

(5)

The special form of the function ifi(e) will be used only in the final results.

The density of states D(e) us directly observed as the luminiscence DAP's

band. The reported data [l]-[8] do not show sharp maximum, but the thermsJ

treatment considered here was not applied. For this reason in Sec. It the case of

uncorrelated pairs will be considered as more close to the experimental situation.
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3. ACTIVATION ENERGIES IADDER

In this section the Fermi level e will be assumed to lie in the

region shown in rig. 2a. Different experimental techniques can be used to

realize this situation, such as additional impurities, optical excitation, etc.

For determining the hopping conductivity temperature dependence it is sufficient

to recognize [12], [15], [l6] that the activation factor exp — — favours

L I T JJJJ
£„, but the distribution function P
F n

smaller deviations from the Fermi level

increases exponentially when higher activation is required. The competition of

these two factors determines a maximum value of tj, which is realized at energy

(6)

for the model distribution (5) of D ( E ) , The value of the density of states

is In this way the result [12]

(T ̂  cr e r * K:T' -n (T)

Is found. I t can be written in the usual form

where A(T) « r e I—I . The maximum energy E = e determines pairs with

inter-ion spacing R = e /eT dependent on the temperature [l6] according to

(8)

where E - e* /e . Due to the lattice imposed discreteness of R^ the value

of R(T) changes step by step at temperatures T determined by (8)

( ^ (9)

Here H refers to shell radii with number n. Its dependence on n is
n

determined by the lattice geometry and for large n increases as some power

n denoted here T)y s (R — n S ) . The activation energies ladder will be

observable only if the maximum is sharp enough in order to encircle only one

DAP level or equivalently one shell. Therefore the ladder is observable in the
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temperature range determined by the condition

^ < % < K
where R^ = e* /E is the lower bound for E . The upper bound R is

determined by the "one level in the maximum" condition

(10)

The origin of the activation energies ladder [12] is the lattice discreteness.

h. UNCOHRELATED PAIRS LADDER

In this section the Fermi level will be assumed to lie in the distant

pairs region of the distribution function P(R} as in Fig. 2b. Now the special

treatment of the sample is not assumed and the pairs are essentially uncorrelated.

The distribution function P(R) in this case is of the Poisson type

PCX)

H being the acceptors concentration. The density of states D ( E ) is again

exponential of the type D(e) •*• e with

(12)

and I = e*2/R.Here the average interacceptor distance R is R ••

The following integral determines the conductivity •

f ( ~~S

hj'') e r
(13)

The integral over e has a maximum around the Fermi level £„. The remaining

integral over e' has a maximum determined again by the competition of the

activation fac

For the uncorrelated distribution (12) one has

activation factor and pairs distribution P(R ) , or by the condition T**(ET) = 1.
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The conductivity temperature dependence now is (see Fig. 3)

(15)

The values of the temperature when the steps in the activation factor appear are

T - f €

The temperature range where the steps are observable is

. 3 . . _ . _"
S

(16)

(IT)

slo'v'est process. In the hopping motion the most difficult jumps are those

requiring activation (the phonon emission assisted hopping is much faster).

We study the equations of the hopping kinetics [17] and consider only nearest

neighbour DAP's at distance R =
+ TTJD -1/3 apart. The deviations of the

occupations probabilities N (t) of the electrons on DAP's with interpair

spacing H decay exponentially in time according to the relation

Here the relaxation rate r is
10

(16}

(19)

the temperature independent transition rate being V . The electronic concentration

fluctuations time dependence is given by [l8]

In Fig. 2b it is shown that the Fermi level E is smaller than £, which

makes the condition (IT) realizable. Therefore it is proved that the energy

ladder is observable also for uncorrelated pairs. This situation is more common

experimentally. A great portion of the DAP spectra [l]-[8] shows a distant pairs

region and precise measurements of the temperature dependence of the conductivity

or photoconductivity under subband gap illumination can show a stepped structure

of the derivative — — — . An indication of possible non-constant activation

is the temperature dependence of the luminescence intensity shown in Fig. 1.

It is related to our calculation (15) and is discussed in the next section. Here

we have to mention that similar arguments concerning the optimization procedure

were used also by Dean [5]»[?].

(20)

Before proceeding with the evaluation of Cj(t) In a manner similar to the one

used in the previous sections i t Is worth remarking that this type of evolution

[19] mis found in the hierarchically constrained dynamics of relaxation by Palmer

et al . [IS] and resembles relaxation o n fractals [20],[l9], Here, however, the

set of relaxing levels has an explicit form being related to DAP's. Converting the

summation on discrete levels fox distant DAP's into integral, one has the

following integral for Q(t)

5. POWER TYPE RELAXATION EXPONENT

In this section we study the time evolution of the concentration

fluctuations in terms of occupation probabilities N.(t) time dependence. This

type of evolution plays an important role in the recombination kinetics. In

order to'recombine on a DAP an electron and s, hole, initially trapped on different

DAP's they have to diffuse against each other. The recombination on a single DAP

is the fastest process [10], [ll] and therefore at low temperatures the

recombination time dependence Is limited essentially by activated hopping as the

with temperature dependent relaxation rate Tie)

pet J = a jets u ~ ~r [- A'F (22)

Q heir.g the constant concentration of electrons. Using the same model (12) for

D(e) In the situation explained in Fig. 2b one can calculate the relaxation rate

much in the same way as the conductivity was evaluated

-T-
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Here the temperature dependent activation energy A(T) is determined by

A (r) ^ rfPYE }f - (2U)

Experimentally <f>(E) is equal to £n D(E). These relations already suggest

non-linear activation energy of the luminiscence intensity at a given time

observed by Dean et al. [7] (Fig. 1). Explicit results for 4>(E) = -(e/e) will

be given further. In evaluating the concentration fluctuations, integral (21), "?e

use the saddle point approximation taking Into account only the exponential

factors. The value e' = E realizing minimum of the exponent Is (terms up to

T are displayed)

r
(25)

In the first order of the difference E - A(T) one reaches the result [5], [7],

[8], [20], [19]

a = • r. QjT)(rJj (26)

The exponent a(T) depends on the temperature according to the fallowing relation •

cL(T)=U T4>'(A)[I-{ 'J:.1^2 yI (27!
<£•'<*) J

The temperature dependent intensity Qn(T) is

(28)

In the case of ur.correlated distribution one has

A- j
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The exponent a t-aK.es the final form

- /

The intensity temperature dependence in this case is (Fig. 3)

. _ •?

(29)

(30)

Here a refers to the expression {29). The dominant term is the first one.

The curve in Q(T ) is bent downwards in the low T region in accordance with

the data displayed in Fig. 1. Moreover, in this case the intensity QQ(T)

can also have steps in the derivative At the same time the

exponent (£9) also has small steps. The condition for the ladder existence is

the same condition (17). The reason for the ladder is again the lattice

discreteness, the temperature T being defined by (16).
m

The value of the exponent (£9) a = 1,316 Is in good agreement with the

measured values from the luminescence time decay. These results are also

valid for amorphous semiconductors like a-Si:P and chalcogenlde glasses,

where also a power relaxation decay is typical. In amorphous materials,

however, the donor-acceptor distance is continuous and steps are not to be

expected. Concerning the recombination deacy In disordered materials our

result a = 1,316 is again in agreement with the experimental data [22]-[2l+].

A special discussion of the results with thermodynamlcal defects [25] will be

given elsewhere.

6. COHCLUSIONS

Concluding, we summarize the results of the present work. The activation

energ.ies ladder predicted in ftef. 12 for the case of strong donor-acceptor

correlation was found also for the more common experimental situation of

uncorrelated pairs. The temperature dependence of the luminescence intensity

(Fig. 1) favours this result. The relaxation of the concentration fluctuations

was studied and the result (20) was found In accordance with the hierarchically

constrainted dynamics result of Palmer et al [l8]. The calculation of the

relaxation of the pulsed excited luminescence demonstrated power decay (26) in
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this case instead of an ex-rwuntj nl. one. The activation energies ladder

was predicted also in the luminscenee intensity temptralure deriendence [13]

(see Fig. 3). The exponent is 1-316, a common value in recombination decay

data in crystalline and amorphous materials [22]-[?!+] The materials with

thermodynaaical defects [2J] need a separate discussion. The photoconductivity

under sutTband gap illumination in the low temperature region is determined

essentially by our result (15) (and (7) for correlated pairr;.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig, 1 Variation with sample temperature of the integrated luminescence

intensity of the broad green and red PL 'bands, respectively

attributed to distant DAP recombinations involving the deep Ag

and Au acceptors. The upper pair of curves refer to the 10 /T K~

scale at the top, while the lower pair refer to the lower, expanded

abscissa and yield the indicated thermal activation energies from

their high-temperature slopes. The upper curve for the Ag-doped

crystal yields an activation energy of about 20 meV in the low-

temperature portion (below VL5O K ) , which probably represents

thermal ionization of the shallow donor.

Fig. 2a Density of states D(e) for correlated DAP's. The result [13] refers

to Fermi level above the maximum.

Fig. 2b Density of states D ( E ) for uncorrelated DAP's. Fermilevel is

assumed in the distant pairs region.

Fig. 3 The temperature dependence of the luminescence intensity. The upper

curve refers to the derivative i.e. the activation energies ladder.
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